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Abstract—Building new, powerful data-driven defenses against prevalent software vulnerabilities needs sizable, quality vulnerability datasets, so does large-scale benchmarking of existing defense solutions. Automatic data generation would promisingly meet the need, yet there is little work aimed to generate much-needed quality vulnerable samples. Meanwhile, existing similar and adaptable techniques suffer critical limitations for that purpose. In this paper, we present VULGEN, the first injection-based vulnerability-generation technique that is not limited to a particular class of vulnerabilities. VULGEN combines the strengths of deterministic (pattern-based) and probabilistic (deep-learning/DL-based) program transformation approaches while mutually overcoming respective weaknesses. This is achieved through close collaborations between pattern mining/application and DL-based injection localization, which separates the concerns with how and where to inject. By leveraging large, pretrained programming language modeling and only learning locations, VULGEN mitigates its own needs for quality vulnerability data (for training the localization model). Extensive evaluations show that VULGEN significantly outperforms a state-of-the-art (SOTA) pattern-based peer technique as well as both Transformer- and GNN-based approaches in terms of the percentages of generated samples that are vulnerable and those also exactly matching the ground truth (by 38.0–430.1% and 16.3–158.2%, respectively). The VULGEN-generated samples led to substantial performance improvements for two SOTA DL-based vulnerability detectors (by up to 31.8% higher in F1), close to those brought by the ground-truth real-world samples and much higher than those by the same numbers of existing synthetic samples.

Index Terms—Software vulnerability, data generation, bug injection, pattern mining, deep learning, vulnerability detection

I. INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of code vulnerabilities are a major cause of security risks with modern software systems [1]. As a response, significant effort has been made in helping secure these systems by detecting [2]–[8] and repairing [9], [10] software vulnerabilities—most of these exemplified works follow data-driven (e.g., machine/deep-learning based) approaches. Indeed, such approaches have been gaining growing momentum in recent years, showing promising performance according to the originally reported experimental results.

Meanwhile, the scarcity of quality vulnerability datasets has become a critical barrier to further advancing those data-driven defense techniques—without being trained on such datasets, the techniques often fail to perform well in real-world scenarios (e.g., detecting vulnerabilities in large/complex real-world software), just as expected [2], [11]. Not only has it blocked training new, more powerful learning-based approaches, this scarcity is also a main reason behind weak evaluations of existing techniques regardless of their being data-driven or not (e.g., code-analysis-based) [12]–[14]. The urgent need for realistic vulnerability datasets has been put under the spotlight in a recent study [15].

High-quality vulnerability datasets do exist [16]–[19], but they are commonly or even collectively not sizable enough to train powerful data-driven models or serve large-scale benchmarking. On the other hand, existing larger datasets [20], [21] are not well representative of real-world vulnerabilities, while current automated data-collection methods suffer from great inaccuracy/noise in the resulting datasets [22]–[24].

To address this data-shortage problem, a few data-generation methods have been proposed as well, mainly based on pattern mining/application [25], [26] or machine/deep learning (DL) [15], [27]—the approach in [28] is based on static code analysis and covers one single vulnerability class. Yet these approaches face critical challenges that substantially limit their potentials. In particular, solely pattern mining/application based (i.e., pattern-based for brevity) techniques suffer from great ambiguity—the patterns extracted are either too generic or too specific to be applicable, while purely DL-based approaches are subject to the data-shortage problem by itself—they need a sizable, quality training dataset to be effective [15] (i.e., the chicken-egg dilemma). Like Getafix [25], approaches originally designed for bug [29] or vulnerability repair [10] could be adapted for bug/vulnerability injection as done in [15]. While conceptually repair and injection may seem to be dual/reversals to each other, technically injection...
can be harder as it requires more buggy/vulnerable samples which are what we lack (versus repair may just need more normal samples—learning to generate normal code directly without using paired data as in [30], which are richly available). When it comes to vulnerability injection, the problem is even worse given the greater scarcity of vulnerable samples than that of bug datasets.

To tackle these challenges, we propose VULGEN, a novel automatic data-generation approach that aims at realistic injection-based vulnerability generation via pattern mining/application collaborating with deep learning in synergy. With a corpus of existing pairs of vulnerable samples and their fixed versions, VULGEN first extracts patterns of vulnerability-introducing code edits which represent how to inject vulnerabilities, while training a DL-based model (on the same corpus) to locate where to inject. Then, given a normal program, VULGEN queries the trained model to identify candidate injection locations where it applies compatible edit patterns to realize vulnerability injection (in the normal program).

The key insight underlying our approach is that, through the collaboration of a deterministic process (i.e., pattern mining/application) and a probabilistic process (i.e., injection localization) and the separation of the how and where parts of injection, VULGEN combines the strengths of pattern- and DL-based approaches while mitigating each others’ weaknesses. In particular, the localization model guides pattern application to mitigate the ambiguity challenge to pattern-based approaches; meanwhile, the mined patterns inform the localization model to choose the best locations. Also, the chicken-egg dilemma in training the (DL-based) localization model is mitigated by (1) leveraging a large pretrained programming-language model hence reducing general data needs and (2) learning to predict just the injection locations without further generating the injected code hence further reducing task-specific data needs (or improving model performance for a given amount of training data since predicting locations alone is intuitively easier than predicting the injected code in addition).

We evaluate VULGEN on a real-world vulnerability dataset containing 10,783 pairs of normal functions and respective vulnerable versions for training and testing. VULGEN achieved 14.6% precision (i.e., percentage of generated samples exactly matching ground truth) and a 69% success rate (i.e., percentage of generated samples that are indeed vulnerable). Without an existing peer work targeting vulnerability injection, we adapt a pattern-based approach (originally designed for bug repair [25]), a DL/Transformer-based text-to-text translation approach (originally for vulnerability repair [10]), and a deep/GNN-based neural code editing approach (originally for general code-edits generation [31]) as baselines. VULGEN outperforms these potential peer approaches by 16.3–158.2% and 38.0–430.1% in terms of relative precision and success rate improvements, respectively. We also assess the usefulness of the VULGEN-generated samples by adding them to the original training sets of two state-of-the-art DL-based vulnerability detectors. The addition boosted their performance significantly (by up to 31.8% greater F1) in both reproduction and replication settings—very close to those by adding the ground-truth vulnerable samples and much higher than adding equal numbers of existing synthetic samples. VULGEN is also efficient, generating 900+ vulnerable samples in one hour.

In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:

- To the best of our knowledge, VULGEN is the first automatic approach to injection-based realistic vulnerability generation without being limited to a particular vulnerability class.
- We show the design of combining deterministic and probabilistic approaches for program transformation, where pattern mining/application and localization deal with how and where to inject respectively while collaborating in synergy.
- We performed extensive experiments that demonstrate significant merits of this VULGEN design over both pattern- and learning-based (both sequence and graph modeling) approaches; our results also show substantial improvements the generated samples bring to vulnerability detection.

II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

In this section, we motivate our vulnerability injection technique using concrete examples and discuss key challenges. Then, we use these examples to illustrate the limitations of existing peer techniques on the challenges. Later, we will use the same examples to illustrate our own approach.

A. MOTIVATION EXAMPLES AND CHALLENGES

As an example of vulnerable sample generation, let us consider injecting vulnerabilities to existing real-world normal functions. Figure 1 shows three examples of vulnerability injections on normal functions, which delete a buffer size (i.e., sizeof(d->msg)) checking for early return, change to use an unsafe memory allocation rather a self-defined, safe one, and remove one of the boundary checking in an if condition, respectively. Overall, to inject the vulnerabilities automatically, the technique needs to solve at least two challenges below:

- First, the technique needs to know where to inject the vulnerabilities. In other code editing tasks, such as bug fixing, the code fragments to be edited have already been provided, either by the testing dataset itself [10] or external static analyzers [25]. However, such location information is not available in the vulnerability generation task, nor is it trivial to obtain. The localization for vulnerability injection needs both syntactic (e.g., the code structures) and semantic (e.g., information hidden in identifier names and insights into what kinds of statements typically are most prone to vulnerabilities) information in the code [15]. For instance, in the first example in Figure 1, we not only need to locate an if statement that contains an early return (syntactic information), but also need to know it is a buffer size checking (semantic information).

- Second, the technique needs to know how to edit the located code fragments to inject vulnerabilities. For instance, in the second example in Figure 1, the technique needs to change the function call name in the assignment statement from safe_calloc to malloc. In the third example, the technique needs to remove the OR expression in the if condition and replace it with the second expression in the
Delete a buffer size checking

```c
static int
ctx24116_send_diseqc_msg("/.*")
{
    struct ctx24116_state *state = (ctx24116_state *)
        deodemulator_priv;
    int i, ret;
    ret = (ctx24116_cmsg_t)ctx24116_cmsg_msg;
    for (; i < ret; i++)
        if (ctx24116_cmsg_cmsg[i].msg_type == 1)
            ret = (ctx24116_cmsg_t)ctx24116_cmsg_msg;
    if (ret == 0)
        return 1;
    printf("Failed to load /Root/\n");
    return -1;
}
```

Fig. 1. Motivating/illustrating examples on vulnerability injection.

OR expression. These vulnerable functions are not easy to generate, as we need to ensure the syntactic correctness of the code (e.g., any token mistakenly generated in the example would make the code not compilable). Therefore, we need to ensure that the technique edits the code in a correct way.

B. Existing Peer Techniques and Limitations

To motivate our technique, we illustrate two existing peer techniques that can be used for vulnerability injection and discuss their limitations on the two challenges.

1) Getafix: Getafix is a technique which automatically fixes bugs using the patterns learned in the existing bug-fixing examples. Specifically, it has three phases to learn the bug-fixing patterns and apply them to fix a new bug program:

Phase 1: Pattern Mining. Given a set of example fixes where each is a pair of buggy and fixed code, Getafix converts the code into abstract syntax trees (ASTs) which contain a set of nodes indicating the syntactic structure of the code. Then, Getafix employs an AST differencer to get the edits from the buggy code to the fixed code, called concrete edits.

With the concrete edits, Getafix uses anti-unification to obtain abstracted edits and then hierarchical clustering to mine the summarized edit patterns for bug fixes. Because of the space limit, we refer readers to the original Getafix paper for further details. After hierarchical clustering, the concrete edit patterns are merged into generalizable edit patterns which can inject vulnerabilities in a variety of normal functions.

Phase 2: Pattern Application. After the hierarchical clustering, there are many edit patterns available, ranging from very generic to very specific. Getafix thus needs to select an appropriate pattern and a candidate pattern-applicable location. It thus grades the pairs of patterns and locations with three scores: (1) the proportion of bugs in the training set that can be fixed by applying the pattern (i.e., prevalence score); (2) the proportion of bugs in the training set that can be fixed away from the static analyzer warning location (i.e., location score), and (3) the reciprocal of the proportion of subtrees in the given input program that the pattern can match (i.e., specialization score). Then, Getafix ranks the pairs of patterns and locations with the products of the three scores and selects the top-k pairs to apply the patterns to fix bugs.

Phase 3: Validation. In the list of ranked bug fixes, Getafix uses static analyzers to validate whether the bug has been removed. If so, Getafix suggests the bug fixes to developers.

As Getafix uses a deterministic approach to learn bug fixing, the number of training samples can be relatively small compared to the one for DL-based approaches. The hierarchical clustering also allows Getafix to generate human-like (i.e., realistic) bug fixes. Thus, it is a good approach for our vulnerability generation technique to start with. However, it has two major technical limitations for our task:

- Getafix uses static analyzers to locate buggy code to fix, but there is no static analyzer to do so for vulnerability injection.
- The edit patterns mined only match and edit code syntactically without semantic awareness, making the vulnerability injection ambiguous. For example, in the third example of Figure 1, the mined pattern may be like if (h0) | (h1) => if (h1) where h0 and h1 are place holders that can match any expression. However, such an edit pattern that removes one of the conditions in the if statement may not inject a vulnerability if the conditions are not relevant to security. This may make Getafix fail to inject vulnerabilities.

2) Transformer-based Code Edit Model: A number of pretrained transformer models have been built for software engineering (SE) tasks, of which CodeT5 [32] has been shown to be quite promising for semantic-aware code generation [10]. Thus, these models seem to be a good starting point for our task. Yet they also suffer two key challenges:

- Current Transformer-based bug fixing techniques rely on the error messages or the bug location information to be given. Thus, the techniques only need to output the fixed version of the buggy code fragments rather than the whole programs/functions. This allows the outputs to be short texts. However, for vulnerability generation, the model has to output the whole programs/functions which are much longer, as we do not have the information that the bug-fixing techniques rely on. Previous work [15] has shown that these models are not good at generating long texts. This greatly limits their ability to directly generate vulnerable code.
- While the CodeT5 model has the capability to understand code semantics, it is not syntax-aware. Since programming languages are highly structured, any erroneous tokens would make the generated code invalid. For example, in the third example of Figure 1 missing or wrongly predicting any token like ->, ] or ) would break the whole program. Thus, every token has to be predicted correctly, but this is difficult for the Transformer model to accomplish alone.

III. OVERVIEW

Figure 2 gives an overview of our technical design. As shown, VULGEN consists of three main technical modules/phases: pattern mining, localization learning, and vulnerability injection, working in two modes. In the mining/learning
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Finally, in the vulnerability injection phase, VULGEN feeds
the trained localization model with the subword-tokenized
code of a given input normal program to obtain candidate
injection location(s) and selects those compatible with any of
the mined edit patterns, followed by injecting vulnerabilities
at chose locations via pattern application. This results in the
vulnerability-injected (i.e., potentially vulnerable) version of
the input program. Depending on how many top candidate
locations taken from the localization model, VULGEN may
produce one or multiple vulnerable programs as its output(s).
The overall vulnerable sample generation (vulnerability in-
jection) process by VULGEN is realistic for two reasons. First,
when an injection is localized, the location prediction is made
based on real-world vulnerability-introducing code locations.
Second, when a vulnerability is injected, the code editing
is done by following (the reversal of) how developers make
vulnerability fixes in diverse real-world software projects.

IV. APPROACH

In this section, we describe the detailed design of VULGEN,
eliciting on its key technical components/phases shown in
Figure 2 and illustrating each using the examples of Figure 1

Fig. 2. An overview of VULGEN, including its three key technical modules (phases) and two workflows (modes).
A. Pattern Mining

In the pattern mining phase, VULGEN follows Getafix to mine the patterns for vulnerability injection. VULGEN takes the pairs of normal functions and the respective vulnerable versions as the inputs for pattern mining (as well as for localization learning). Each pair is a vulnerability injection example. To convert the code to ASTs, we use srcML [35], an AST parser for C language, to get the ASTs for each example. We choose srcML because we can convert the parsed AST back to source code easily. Then, VULGEN uses GumTree [36] to differentiate the ASTs to get concrete edits. Then it follows the original Getafix to perform hierarchical clustering and get the edit patterns for vulnerability injection.

To illustrate, consider the vulnerability-injection case in the second example of Figure 1. VULGEN extracts the concrete edit patterns below.

\[
\text{safe} \_\text{calloc}(sz + 1) \Rightarrow \text{malloc}(sz + 1)
\]  

(1)

Then, Getafix uses anti-unification to merge similar concrete edits into abstracted edits. For example, Pattern 1 and \text{safe} \_\text{calloc}(\text{bufsize}) \Rightarrow \text{malloc}(\text{bufsize}) can be merged into \text{safe} \_\text{calloc}(h0) \Rightarrow \text{malloc}(h0), where h0 is a placeholder that can match any subtrees. With anti-unification, Getafix performs hierarchical clustering to get edit patterns for vulnerability injection.

B. Localization Learning

In this phase, VULGEN trains a Transformer-based model for locating vulnerability injection spots. We formulate the task as a text-to-text prediction problem: given a normal function, the model generates the statement text where an edit pattern should apply to inject a vulnerability. For instance, in Figure 1 given the whole functions as the input, the model outputs the statements in the red rectangle, without any modification. We use a Transformer-based model only for localization rather than vulnerability injection, because: (1) it is hard for the model to predict whole functions which are long; (2) programming languages are highly structured and thus every token predicted has to be correct, which is hard for the model to achieve.

To build the localization model, VULGEN fine-tunes the pretrained Transformer model CodeT5 [32] because CodeT5 is able to understand code semantically. To deal with the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issue which is widely exists in code relevant tasks [37], we leverage the Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) approach [38] to represent the input and output text. Specifically, BPE splits the original tokens into sequences of characters and merges the frequent symbol pairs into new tokens. Thus, it can split rare tokens into meaningful subwords so that the vocabulary size can be reduced.

Different from traditional Transformer that leverages an absolute positional encoding layer, we use a relative positional encoding layer [39] to captures the relative information between tokens. Specifically, in the relative positional encoding, the self-attention is computed through four matrices: the query matrix \(Q\), the key matrix \(K\), the value matrix \(V\) [40], and the matrix \(P\) that encodes relative positional information.

\[
\text{Attention}(Q,K,V,P) = \text{softmax}\left(\frac{Q(K + P)^T}{\sqrt{d_k}}\right)(V + P)
\]

(2)

where \(P\) is the edge representation for the pairwise inputs. \(P\) is supplied as a sub-component of the value matrix [39].

To fine-tune the CodeT5 model for injection localization, we process our examples into a fine-tuning dataset \(D = \{(n_i, s_i)\}_{i=1}^N\), where each sample consists of a normal function \(n\) and the respective ground-truth statement \(s\) where the vulnerability can be injected, both in text form. Denote the model parameters as \(\theta\), the fine-tuning objective is a maximum likelihood estimation which minimizes the following negative log-likelihood loss:

\[
L(D; \theta) = \sum_{i=1}^N -\log p(s_i|n_i; \theta)
\]

(3)

To obtain the ground-truth statement \(s\) as our localization target, we apply the \text{diff} tool to each example and use the modified statement as the ground-truth output. After fine-tuning, the injection localization model is expected to predict a statement to inject a vulnerability in a given normal function.

Given that the injection localization model is a probabilistic model, we leverage beam search to select multiple statements given a normal program. The number of predicted statement candidates replies on a parameter called beam size \(\beta\). Beam search selects the best \(\beta\) statement candidates that have the highest probability. Later we will use different beam sizes to evaluate VULGEN and the baseline techniques.

C. Vulnerability Injection

Once we have the edit patterns mined and the localization model trained, VULGEN is expected to inject a vulnerability given a new normal function. This input function is first fed into the localization model, and the model locates a statement for vulnerability injection. Since the edit patterns are based on and supposed to be eventually applied back on ASTs, we again use srcML [35] to parse the input normal function into an AST. As the localization model outputs the located statements in source code, we convert all the subtrees in the AST back to source code and compare the source code of each subtree with the localization model output to get the located subtree.

Given the located subtree, we need to select an appropriate pattern to apply. The original Getafix ranks edit patterns based on the three scores described in Section 11. Since we cannot use localization score as no static analyzer can be used, we only compute the prevalence score and the specialization score to rank the edit patterns.

Specifically, given an edit pattern \(E\) and normal functions \(n\) in the training set \(D\), VULGEN computes prevalence score for \(E\) as follows:

\[
P_{\text{prevalence}}(E) = \frac{\left|\{n \in D | E \text{ can inject a vulnerability to } n\}\right|}{|D|}
\]

(4)
This computes the likelihood that a pattern can inject a vulnerability. Note that in the equation above, we assume that the pattern can find the location to apply perfectly (i.e., once applying \(E\) to one of the applicable locations in \(n\) can inject a vulnerability, \(E\) can inject a vulnerability to \(n\)).

Thus, given an edit pattern \(E\) and a new normal function \(n'\), VULGEN computes the specialization score as:

\[
s_{\text{specialization}}^{E,n'} = \frac{|\{\text{AST nodes of } n'\}|}{|\{\text{AST subtrees of } n' \text{ that match } E\}|} \quad (5)
\]

This avoids the selected patterns to be too general and prioritizes the more specific patterns.

Given an edit pattern \(E\) and a new normal function \(n'\), VULGEN computes the ranking score \(s_{\text{ranking}}^{E,n'} = s_{\text{prevalence}}^{E,n'} \times s_{\text{specialization}}^{E,n'}\) for each pattern and uses the ranking scores to rank the edit patterns. The rationale is to select a pattern that is not only likely to inject vulnerabilities but also specialized enough. Then, VULGEN selects the first pattern in the ranking from higher to lower scores that matches the located statement to inject a vulnerability. However, it is possible that a given function does not involve any security-relevant code hence no vulnerability could be injected. Thus, to reduce false positives, if the located statement cannot match any pattern, VULGEN would not output a function and the input function is identified as "no vulnerability can be injected". Otherwise, the output function is expected to be vulnerable.

To illustrate, consider the third example in Figure 1. Once the localization model locates the if statement in the red rectangle, VULGEN ranks the patterns using the ranking score above. Then, the first edit pattern applicable in the ranking like \(if(h0|h1)h2 => if(h1)h2\) will be applied, and the normal function is injected with a vulnerability as shown.

V. Evaluation

We describe our tool implementation and evaluation dataset, and then seek to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How effective is VULGEN in vulnerability generation?
- **RQ2**: How does VULGEN compare to a Transformer-based program-transformation approach?
- **RQ3**: How does VULGEN compare to a traditional pattern-based code-generation approach?
- **RQ4**: How does VULGEN compare to a GNN-based code-editing approach?
- **RQ5**: How useful are the VULGEN-generated vulnerabilities for training DL-based vulnerability detectors?
- **RQ6**: How efficient is VULGEN in vulnerability generation?

A. Tool Implementation

As Getafix is not publicly available, we re-implemented its pattern mining and pattern application modules. For localization learning, we use the pre-trained model CodeT5 and the respective APIs provided by HuggingFace [41]. We partly reused the CodeT5 fine-tuning code of VulRepair [10], only for the injection-localization step in VULGEN. As that original code of VulRepair is used for generating vulnerability fixes, we changed/adapted it in order to serve our localization purposes. Our experiments were performed on a server with an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3970X (3.7GHz) CPU with 32 Cores, an Nvidia GeForce RTX 3090 GPU, and 256GB memory.

B. Dataset

Since the available real-world vulnerability data is rare, we perform a comprehensive literature study for vulnerability analysis datasets and combine them to build a relatively large dataset. As a result, we build our evaluation dataset by including (some of) the vulnerability fixing examples from five reliable human-labeled vulnerability fixing datasets:

1. **Devign** [2]: 23,355 vulnerability fixing examples in C language from four real-world projects, among which two are publicly available. We include the 7,938 examples from these two available projects to our evaluation dataset.
2. **ReVeal** [11]: 18,169 human-labeled vulnerable/non-vulnerable samples in C language for vulnerability detection. We select the vulnerable samples that are paired with corresponding fixed versions and finally include 921 vulnerability fixing examples to our evaluation dataset.
3. **PatchDB** [18]: 12,073 vulnerability fixing examples in C language extracted by nearest link search and then confirmed by humans. We include all of them to our dataset.
4. **BigVul** [17]: 3,754 vulnerability fixing examples extracted from the CVE/NVD database where 2,185 examples are in C language, we include the 2,185 to our dataset.
5. **CVEFixes** [19]: 31,092 vulnerability fixing examples from CVE/NVD database where 4,120 are in C language, we include the 4,120 to our dataset.

Thus, we include 27,237 vulnerability fixing examples to our evaluation dataset. All the examples are at function level (i.e., each example is a pair of a vulnerable function and a respective fixed one). We notice that many of the real-world vulnerability fixing edits by the developers not only fix the vulnerabilities themselves, but also modify the functionality or refactor the code, thus there are code changes irrelevant to vulnerability in these examples. To avoid the impact of these irrelevant code changes, we only use samples where the edits are limited to one statement, resulting in 10,783 samples. Since our goal is to inject vulnerabilities, we reverse the fix in each example to get the vulnerability injection examples. The 10,783 vulnerability injection examples are the evaluation dataset we used.

C. RQ1: Effectiveness in Generating Vulnerabilities

We evaluate VULGEN’s ability to generate real-world vulnerabilities using the examples in the evaluation dataset. We
split the 10,783 examples into 9:1 for training and testing, as prior work did [37]—which also gave us a sizable set (i.e., >1000 samples) for testing. We also checked duplicates between the training and testing sets and removed them to ensure that the two sets have no overlap. As a result, we have 9,704 examples for pattern mining and localization learning. The remaining 1,078 examples are used in the vulnerability injection phase to test the effectiveness of VULGEN. For each testing example, we input the normal function to VULGEN and it outputs a (potential) vulnerable function if it can inject a vulnerability to it. We count the number of output functions that exactly match the ground-truth vulnerable functions, and compute the precision by the proportion of exactly-match functions in the output functions.

With the 1,078 testing examples, VULGEN outputs 963 functions and the remaining 115 are identified as "no vulnerability can be injected" (see Section IV.C). In the 963 functions, 141 of them exactly-match the ground truths. Thus, the precision is 14.64%.

However, it is possible that a vulnerability is injected but the output function does not exactly match the ground truth. This usually happens when the input function has multiple locations to do vulnerability injection. Thus, to further evaluate the effectiveness of VULGEN, we increase the beam size of the localization model to 10. Thus, given a normal function, the model outputs 10 statements for the edit patterns to inject vulnerabilities and a normal function can be used to generate up to 10 functions. With the 1,078 examples, VULGEN generates 9,573 functions. We randomly sample 100 of the generated functions and manually check whether they are vulnerable. Note that 100 is sizable relative to the total number of generated samples as used in our comparison studies. Recent peer work used only <60 samples for similar-purpose manual validation [22]. This is still not ideal, but manually examining a sample is tedious and costly, while general, accurate automated vulnerability detection is unavailable.

The manual checking is done by the first (Rater-1) and second (Rater-2) authors of this paper and a non-author PhD student (Rater-3) who have 2–4 years of experience in software engineering and security, all following the same labeling process. Based on the labels they agreed on, we calculated the inter-rater agreement as 0.7877, 0.7476, and 0.6826 between (Rater-1, Rater-2), (Rater-1, Rater-3), and (Rater-2, Rater-3), respectively, in terms of Cohen’s Kappa. These agreements are all substantial, showing reasonable reliability of our manual labeling. Since each generated sample has a corresponding normal sample, they focus on the changed code between the pair and mainly check if the change introduces vulnerabilities (by tracking data/control flow from the changed lines), which also helped mitigate any possible biases during these manual processes. As a result, 69 out of 100 checked functions are vulnerable. Thus, the success rate of vulnerable sample generation estimated by sub-sampling is 69%.

We also assess the generality of VULGEN by examining the vulnerability types of the 100 randomly sampled functions generated and assigning them with CWE vulnerability type IDs [42]. Among them, the success cases of VULGEN covered 18 different CWE IDs, versus those of Getafix, T5, and Graph2Edit only covering 12, 8, and 5 classes, respectively. This indicates that by decoupling where-to-inject and how-to-inject, VULGEN allows for more flexible/diverse identification of injectable code locations where vulnerabilities can be injected deterministically via pattern matching/application, hence more general vulnerability generation than earlier approaches. Besides, VULGEN learns injection patterns of different vulnerability classes from the training data, making it not limited to generating a particular class of vulnerabilities.

**D. RQ2: Comparison with Transformer-based Approach**

VULGEN injects vulnerabilities based on the combination of Transformer/CodeT5-based localization and pattern-based code editing. However, as other studies have also shown that the fine-tuned CodeT5 model has the capability to generate the edited code directly [10], [33], people may cast a question: whether we can directly fine-tune the CodeT5 model to generate the vulnerable functions.

To test that, we remove the pattern mining phase and directly fine-tune CodeT5 for vulnerability injection. When fine-tuning CodeT5, we replace the ground-truth outputs, which are

---

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Setting: Reproduction</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Generated</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>Wild</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devign</td>
<td>Training: Devign</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>10.00%</td>
<td>10.69%</td>
<td>(6.90%)</td>
<td>11.65%</td>
<td>(16.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing: ReVeal</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>26.23%</td>
<td>37.26%</td>
<td>(42.05%)</td>
<td>52.85%</td>
<td>(107.04%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>14.48%</td>
<td>16.62%</td>
<td>(12.87%)</td>
<td>19.69%</td>
<td>(31.84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication:</td>
<td>Training: Devign</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>9.31%</td>
<td>8.88%</td>
<td>(4.94%)</td>
<td>8.39%</td>
<td>(4.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing: Xen</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>26.56%</td>
<td>24.67%</td>
<td>(-7.11%)</td>
<td>51.98%</td>
<td>(95.71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>13.78%</td>
<td>13.02%</td>
<td>(-5.51%)</td>
<td>14.75%</td>
<td>(7.04%)</td>
<td>15.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReVeal</td>
<td>Training: Devign</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>10.63%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>(12.88%)</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>(12.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing: ReVeal</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>74.90%</td>
<td>49.80%</td>
<td>(-33.51%)</td>
<td>73.38%</td>
<td>(-2.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>18.62%</td>
<td>19.35%</td>
<td>(3.92%)</td>
<td>20.63%</td>
<td>(10.80%)</td>
<td>21.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication:</td>
<td>Training: Devign</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>7.68%</td>
<td>6.89%</td>
<td>(-10.29%)</td>
<td>8.50%</td>
<td>(10.68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing: Xen</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>82.67%</td>
<td>31.64%</td>
<td>(-61.72%)</td>
<td>60.64%</td>
<td>(-26.64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>14.05%</td>
<td>11.33%</td>
<td>(-19.36%)</td>
<td>14.90%</td>
<td>(6.05%)</td>
<td>15.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
originally the respective statements to inject vulnerabilities, with the respective vulnerable functions. After fine-tuning, the model is expected to output a respective vulnerable function given a normal function. We keep the training examples and testing examples the same as the ones for VULGEN.

Given the 1078 testing examples, the model outputs a new function for each testing example. Thus, the model generates 1078 new functions. However, among the generated 1078 functions, only 111 of them exactly match the ground-truth vulnerable functions, making the precision only 10.29%, where VULGEN outperforms it by 42.27%.

We again increase the beam size to 10 and randomly sample 100 outputs and manually check whether they are indeed vulnerable. Given the 1078 testing examples, the model generate 10780 new functions. In the 100 sampled output functions, only 17 of them are vulnerable and thus the success rate of generating vulnerable functions is only 17%, which is too low to build a high-quality vulnerability dataset.

The failure indicates the limitation of Transformer-based code edit model for vulnerability generation. By manually inspecting the generated samples, we notice that many of the generated functions are not syntactically valid. For example, some generated code ends at the middle of the functions. Some generated code simply repeats the tokens until the maximum limitation of the output tokens. We notice that such failures are more serious when the functions are longer.

The Transformer-based approach achieves only 10.29% precision and 17% success rate, suggesting its poor capability for vulnerability generation.

E. RQ3: Comparison with Pattern-based Approach (Getafix)

To show the effectiveness of VULGEN’s CodeT5-based localization model, we remove the localization model and use the original Getafix approach to inject the vulnerabilities. We directly use the ranked patterns to edit the normal functions to inject vulnerabilities. As the localization score which is based on static analyzer error messages is not available, we cannot rank the statements that the patterns can match. Thus, given a normal function, we first get the top-10 patterns in the ranking and extract the statements that the 10 patterns can match. Then, we randomly select a statement and a pattern that match the statement to inject a vulnerability.

Given the 1078 examples, Getafix generates 1073 new functions. Only 61 of them match their ground-truth vulnerable functions, making the precision 5.67%, where VULGEN outperforms it by 158.20%. To compare the beam size 10 results for VULGEN and the Transformer-based code edit approach, we randomly select 10 pairs of patterns and statements to generate new functions for each given normal sample. If there are less than 10 pairs of patterns and statements, we use all the pairs to generate new functions. Getafix thus generates 8114 new functions. With randomly sampling 100 new functions and manually checking, 50 of them are vulnerable, thus the success rate of generating vulnerable functions is 50%.

The results indicate the limitation of traditional-pattern-based approach for vulnerability injection and show the importance of using semantic-aware model for injection localization. The 5.67% exactly-match precision indicates that, although the mined patterns have the capability to match the statements to inject vulnerabilities syntactically, without the semantic localization, they are difficult to find the correct locations to inject vulnerabilities. However, the 50% success rate for vulnerability injection also indicates the value of traditional pattern-based approach. Compared with Transformer-based code edit approach, it ensures the syntax validity and has the capability to match some special tokens (e.g., memset, free, etc.), although without understanding the context code. This further indicates the necessity to combine semantic-aware approach with traditional-pattern-based approach.

F. RQ4: Comparison to GNN-based Approach (Graph2Edit)

In the study [15], Nong et al. show that the GNN-based code edit approach Graph2Edit [31] achieves the highest effectiveness for vulnerability injection. Graph2Edit takes the AST of a given program as input, converts it into a graph, and uses its GNN embedding to predict a sequence of AST edits to generate a new program. The design of the edit operations and the dynamic programming algorithm makes Graph2Edit outperforms other DL-based code editors [15]. Thus, we compare effectiveness of Graph2Edit with VULGEN.

We follow the experiments in [15] to set up Graph2Edit, preprocess our examples into ASTs, use the same examples for VULGEN to train and test the Graph2Edit model. For beam size 1, Graph2Edit generates 1024 new functions and 129 of them exactly match their ground-truth vulnerable functions. Thus, the exactly-match precision is 12.59%, where VULGEN outperforms it by 16.28%. For beam size 10, Graph2Edit generates 10240 functions. Sampling 100 of them and manually checking the 100 functions, only 13 of them are vulnerable, making the success rate only 13%.

The results indicate the advantage of VULGEN compared with the GNN-based approach. We notice that Graph2Edit does not have the capability to understand the code semantic compared with our localization model. One of the main reasons is that our localization model is based on CodeT5 which are trained on millions of code samples. Thus, the fine-tuned model has the capability to deal with more diverse code and is better at understanding the code semantics rather than uses irrelevant code features (e.g., program lengths or single tokens) to edit code. In comparison, Graph2Edit is a randomly initialized model and only the 9704 examples from our dataset are used to train the model. Given the fact that DL models require a large amount data (usually >100,000 samples) to train
the models well, our 9704 examples are too few. Therefore, the Graph2Edit model is overfitted and cannot deal with complex code edit scenarios. Given the fact that there is a lack of vulnerability data to train the DL model, the GNN-based code edit approach may not be suitable for vulnerability injection. Graph2Edit achieves 12.59% precision and 13% success rate, indicating its limitation of understanding code semantics compared with VULGEN.

G. RQ5: Usefulness of VULGEN

To evaluate the usefulness of VULGEN, we explore the effectiveness of using the generated functions to improve the DL-based vulnerability detectors. We follow the experiment settings in [15] and perform the evaluation on Devign [2] as well as ReVeal [11] which are the state-of-the-art vulnerability detectors at function level for C language. There might be other even more advanced DL-based detectors (e.g., in the future). Yet our main goal with RQ5 here is to show the improvement our generated samples can bring, instead of the absolute numbers on detection accuracy. Thus, whether the chosen detectors outperform all other options may not be our major concern for this paper. We believe that if our samples can help improve the chosen detectors, they would be expected to help other detectors (e.g., LineVul [37]) as well.

Similar to [15], we apply the independent testing that the training samples and testing samples are from different datasets to simulate the real-world vulnerability detection scenario. We use the datasets in [15] as the baseline datasets for training and testing. As our generated functions involve samples from the datasets Devign and ReVeal, we remove the duplicates in the datasets for vulnerability detection. Thus, the numbers of samples in our experiments are different from the ones in [15]. We use Devign dataset (which has 9,744 vulnerable samples and 11,012 non-vulnerable samples) for training and use ReVeal (which has 1,630 vulnerable samples and 16,487 non-vulnerable samples) and Xen (which has 531 vulnerable samples and 7,436 non-vulnerable samples) for testing as the Devign dataset is relatively balanced.

Then, we add the 963 generated functions from VULGEN to the training set of Devign and see whether the new training set improves the performance of the detectors—since we have 963 samples produced by VULGEN, we simply use all of them. To avoid the impact on training brought by any change in the dataset balance (ratio of vulnerable samples to non-vulnerable samples), we also add the proportional number of real-world normal samples from [43] to the training set to keep the balance the same as before. Table II column Baseline shows the performance of the two detectors on testing sets ReVeal and Xen using the original Devign training set. The column Generated shows the improvement compared to the baseline using the new training set. We can see that VULGEN’s generated functions significantly improve the vulnerability detector performance. For example, in the reproduction setting, our the training set improves Devign’s F1 by 31.84%, which generally shows the effectiveness of the generated functions.

To show that the VULGEN’s generated functions are better than the synthetic samples, we replace the 963 generated functions with equal number of synthetic vulnerable functions from SARD [20] and re-train the Devign and ReVeal detectors. Table II column Synthetic shows the improvements using the synthetic samples. We notice that the synthetic samples improve the detectors much less than the VULGEN’s generated samples do (Reproduction setting for both Devign and ReVeal) or even decrease the performance (Replication setting for Devign and ReVeal). This indicates that the VULGEN’s generated functions are more useful than the synthetic ones.

We also compare the VULGEN’s generated functions with their respective ground-truth vulnerable functions. Table II column Ground Truth shows the improvements using the ground-truth vulnerable functions of the 963 generated functions. We notice that the improvements are mostly better than the ones of the generated functions (except for Devign’s replication setting experiment), which is as expected since our generated functions have 69% success rate and there is noise brought in the rest of generated functions.

To show that VULGEN is not limited to use the normal functions from the examples of vulnerability fixes to generate vulnerable functions, we use the normal functions which are not fixed from vulnerable functions in the BigVul dataset [17] for injection. To support it, and make the experiment comparable, we randomly select the same number (963) of generated functions to improve the training set and column Wild shows the improvements. We notice that although the improvements are less than the ones in the Generated and Ground Truth experiments, they are still better than the ones in the Synthetic experiment, indicating the potential of VULGEN to generate a large amount of useful vulnerable functions.

| VULGEN’s generated functions are useful to improve the DL-based vulnerability detectors. |
| VULGEN is efficient for vulnerability generation. |

H. RQ6: Efficiency

We measure the efficiency of VULGEN by tracking the time cost of generating the 963 functions. The experiment is performed on the machine we describe in Section III.F. We apply 15-process parallel computing for the task. In total, VULGEN takes 55 minutes to generate 963 functions, and thus it generates 17.5 functions per minute on average.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we use several case studies to show why VULGEN works better than other learning-based code edit approaches for vulnerability injection.

Pattern-based approach is more effective than Transformer-based model for code editing. Figure 2 shows an example that VULGEN successfully injects a vulnerability but the Transformer-based code edit model does not. The not-commented code is the normal function before edited (lines 1-6 and 16-26). The ground truth of the vulnerability injection
is to remove the free statement at line 24 to inject a memory leak vulnerability. **VULGEN** uses its injection localization model to correctly locate that line, and uses the edit pattern to delete the free statement to inject the vulnerability. In comparison, the Transformer-based model also correctly deletes line 24, indicating that it also has the capability to correctly locate the statement to inject a vulnerability. However, it strangely adds the code from line 8 to 15 and completely changes the code functionality. It seems that the translation model wants to delete the statement at lines 16-17 (indeed, deleting the if statement could also inject a use of null pointer vulnerability), as the first added 5 lines are the same as the 5 lines after the if statement. Then, it messes up and generates the function body again and deletes the free statement at line 24.

This indicates that the translation model may not be suitable for whole-function code editing. Different from other Transformer-based code edit approaches (e.g., bug repair) that only need to generate a few tokens (e.g., a buggy statement), our vulnerability injection task needs to edit whole functions (of often hundreds of tokens), since we do not have an external static analyzer to extract the statements to inject vulnerabilities and the code contexts are also important. However, the translation model is not good at generating a long sequence of tokens as it needs to generate the tokens one by one iteratively.

### Pre-trained CodeT5 model allows for understanding code semantically

Figure 4 shows an example that **VULGEN** successfully injects a vulnerability but the GNN-based approach Graph2Edit does not. Again, the not-commented code is the normal function before edited. **VULGEN** successfully generates the ground-truth vulnerable function. It correctly locates the statement at line 6 which initializes a structure pointer and uses its pattern to delete the statement to inject a use of uninitialized variable vulnerability, based on the semantic of the statement and the context code. However, Graph2Edit locates to line 13 and uses its sequence of edits to remove the second condition in the while loop. While removing the conditions in while loops may inject vulnerabilities in other cases (e.g., writing bytes one by one to a buffer), this just injects a bug that makes the date on the calendar incorrect.

The failure of Graph2Edit indicates that it may not have enough capability to understand code semantics. The main reason of the failure may be the lack of training data (<10K). The DL model of Graph2Edit is not well trained to deal with different code edit scenarios. Thus, fine-tuning a pre-trained code-semantic-aware model is a better way. Previous studies have shown that using pre-trained models like CodeBERT and CodeT5 can improve the DL models for code relevant tasks significantly, although the training datasets may not be very large. **VULGEN** takes the advantage of the pre-trained model CodeT5 for localization and thus outperforms Graph2Edit for vulnerability injection.

### DL-based model allows changing the task for code easily

Figure 5 shows an example that **VULGEN** correctly locates and deletes the statement at line 21 to inject a vulnerability but Getafix does not. Since we do not have an external static analyzer for localization, once Getafix ranks the top edit patterns to use, it could only randomly select a location to apply the pattern. In Figure 5 Getafix simply matches and deletes an if statement where the condition is an equality expression, without other localization information used. Thus, Getafix completely breaks the functionality of the function but...
does not inject any vulnerability.

The reason that we cannot use static analyzers for vulnerability injection is that they are mostly rule-based code analyzers. Those rules are defined by human experts based on their experience and knowledge. For example, the static analyzers for bug localization have been studied and developed for many years [46–50] and can be directly used for bug localization in the original Getafix. However, the rules are defined by humans and cannot be transferred to our vulnerability injection localization task. In contrast, the DL-based model can be trained for different tasks in the same domain once the model is designed and the training data is ready. The CodeT5 pre-trained model can be fine-tuned for different code relevant tasks such as code summarization, clone detection, and code translation [32]. Thus, we fine-tune it for our vulnerability injection localization task and it makes VULGEN outperforms Getafix for vulnerability injection.

VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal validity. As the source code of Getafix [25] is not available, the major threat to internal validity lies in the implementation of the pattern mining and vulnerability injection phases, which might differ from the one in the original Getafix tool. To mitigate this problem, we do unit testing and integration testing on the pattern mining and vulnerability injection phases to ensure they work correctly.

Another threat to validity lies on the hyperparameter setting for training the injection localization model, other baseline models, as well as the DL-based vulnerability detection models. As hyperparameter tuning for these models are expensive, we use the default setting for all the DL models used as they have the best performance in their original evaluation.

External validity. The main threat to the external validity lies in the datasets we used for evaluation. Although the vulnerability fixes in the datasets we include are labeled or confirmed by humans, they cannot be ensured to be precise. Also, many real-world vulnerability fixing examples not only involve the fixing themselves, but also involve other edits not relevant to the vulnerabilities. Thus, the edit patterns we extract and the injection localization training data may have noise. To mitigate this, we only select one-statement-edit vulnerability fixing examples for our evaluation dataset.

VIII. ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS

As highlighted earlier (§1), we aim to address the data needs for large-scale benchmarking and deep-learning (DL)-based technique development, rather than benefiting/supporting attackers. We expect no ethical concerns because: (1) the generated vulnerable samples are not real-world software and will not be deployed; (2) after being used for training DL-models, these samples will not be disclosed to users—only the trained models are deployed/shared; (3) even if the samples become accessible to attackers who may leverage the vulnerabilities therein against real-world software, such vulnerabilities would be readily detectable by models trained on such samples—and no exploits are provided.

IX. RELATED WORK

Many efforts on building vulnerability datasets exist. SARD [20] and SATE IV [21] are popular datasets which contain over 60,000 vulnerability samples, but the samples are synthetic. BigVul [17] and CVEFixes [19] develop scripts to automatically collect the real-world vulnerability fixing examples based on the reports in the CVE/NVD database [16], but the total numbers of available fixes are still small (e.g., <5,000 fixes for C language). Some other works [22–24] develop techniques to automatically detect vulnerability fixes in real-world projects, but the accuracy is low (<60%).

There are also techniques that automatically generate bug/vulnerability data. Zhang et al. [28] develop a framework to automatically generate null-pointer-dereference vulnerability samples, but only one type of vulnerability samples can be generated. FixReverter [26] reverts known bug-fix patterns to inject bugs for benchmarking fuzzers. SemSeed [27] is a technique that seeds realistic bugs semantically using word embedding model, but it can only seed one-line bugs.

Other learning-based techniques that edit code for different purposes exist. Many of them edit code for bugs/vulnerability repair. Getafix [25] is a pattern-based code editor which automatically suggests human-like bug fixes to the developers. VulRepair [10] automatically fixes real-world vulnerabilities using a fine-tuned CodeT5 model [32]. CURE [29] automatically fixes bugs using a code-aware neural machine translation model. However, as vulnerability injection is different from bug/vulnerability repair, these techniques cannot be directly used for vulnerability injection.

In comparison, VULGEN automatically generates vulnerability samples based on the widely available normal samples and the generated samples can be directly used for training vulnerability analysis models without further cleaning.

X. CONCLUSION

To generate large-scale vulnerability datasets for training or benchmarking vulnerability analysis techniques, we propose VULGEN, the first injection-based vulnerability-generation technique not being limited to one vulnerability class. VULGEN combines the strengths of deterministic (pattern-based) and probabilistic (DL-based) approaches to achieve realistic vulnerability injection. Our evaluation results show that VULGEN significantly outperforms state-of-the-art potential peer techniques for vulnerability injection, and the promising usefulness of the generated samples.

XI. DATA AVAILABILITY

Our source code, datasets, and experimental results are all available in our publicly accessible artifact.
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